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 In fact, multiplayer seems to be its primary focus, even more than the single player campaign. In multiplayer, players may engage in various modes: story, survival, showdown, and team. Story mode The story mode is where you control a single Bomber; your mission is to destroy all the bombs dropped by the opponents and also blow up all the locations on the map. There are four story-line levels.
When you defeat a level, you advance to the next. You can play both Story modes with a partner, or independently. Survival mode Survival mode has three objectives: either to survive as long as possible, to collect the maximum number of points, or to accumulate the most bomb damage. Bomb damage is calculated in a similar manner to Mortal Kombat II; the number of bombs being dropped is added
to your score each round. You can throw bombs at other players, or simply use your own bombs; the first bomb you throw receives a double damage, the second one a triple, and so on. Survival mode is the longest; unlike the other modes, you don't defeat a level, you just fight it out. You can play Survival mode with a partner, or individually. Shootout mode In Shootout mode, you have to clear every
wave of enemies from the map. The goal is to make the most damage in a single round. The initial rounds are like in the story mode, but from the second round onwards the scores are tallied up; the first bomb you throw in a round causes a double damage to the opponent's score. Team mode Team mode is a cooperative gameplay mode where you can choose from the 8 characters. You play as a team
of two, and the two of you use the same bombs; your objective is to throw bombs at opponents on the map, without any of you being hit or losing a bomb. Team mode is very similar to shoot-out, and is also the shortest of the modes. Reception Atomic Bomberman received "average" reviews on both platforms according to the review aggregation website Metacritic. In Japan, Famitsu gave it a score of

one nine, one seven, one seven, and one seven, for a total of 29 out of 40. IGN praised the multiplayer aspect of the game, calling it "by far the coolest feature". Though the single-player mode was met with 82157476af
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